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2024 Coachmen Nova 20D $186
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Description 2024 Coachmen Nova 20D, $186,056 *MSRP is subject to change by
manufacturer Coachmen RV Nova Class B gas motorhome 20D highlights: Pull-
Out Pantry Swivel Captain's Seats Two 75" x 26" Beds or 75" x 73" Combined Bed
Nova Kool Refrigerator ? Hit the road and enjoy each journey in this Nova Class B
coach. Once you park for the day, you can swivel the captain's seats around and
enjoy coffee at the removable cockpit table . Lunch can be made on the ?
induction cooktop , and the cold ingredients can go back in the 7.3 cu. ft.
refrigerator. The convenient wet bath allows you to freshen up after a day
exploring, and when you're ready to turn in for the night you can choose from
either two 75" x 26" beds, or combine them to create a 75" x 73" bed instead. You
will find ample storage in overhead cabinets along each side, beneath the bed,
plus there is an extra wardrobe on the roadside as well. ? Each Nova Class B gas
motorhome by Coachmen features Sumo Spring front and rear suspension for a
smooth ride.? Each unit is built on a? Ram ProMaster 3500 chassis,? and is
powered by a?3.6L V6, 24 valve engine with 280 HP. You will appreciate the
innovative Firefly multiplex system, the Tru-Tank tank sensors, and the 3 Group
31, 115AH AGM batteries for added power, as well as a new 24" LED Smart TV to
help keep you entertained on long trips. Inside, you'll find solid hardwood
cabinetry , a fiberglass shower verses the competitors ABS shower, a remote
control MaxxAir fan with a rain sensor, and many more comforts to make you feel
right at home. There is also a? Truma Aventa 13,500 BTU A/C with three speeds,
a dehumidifier, and night mode to ensure your comfort throughout each trip!? ?

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21151878
VIN Number: 35296-21151878
Condition: New
Length: 21

Item address , Aurora, Colorado, United States
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